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CONCEAL contains NO Artificial Colorants, Aromas, Sulfates, Sodium Chloride, Parabens, Phthalates,  
Gluten, Mineral Oil, Propylene Glycol, Formaldehyde

KEY INGREDIENTS AND THEIR BENEFITS

Panthenol delivers light conditioning benefits.

Aloe Vera provides important nutrients, essential amino acids,  
moisture and legendary rejuvenation benefits necessary for  
optimum scalp and hair health.

Ionic Attraction allows pigments to strongly adhere to hair  
providing high coverage and helps to minimize product transfer.  
Water resistance for all day results.

Soy Protein enhances hair strength and manageability.

Silica Silylate (derived from sand) for excellent oil absorption  
and texture.

CONCEAL 
The only temporary root touch up you’ll ever need! 

CONCEAL unwanted grey and natural regrowth instantly with this lightweight  
professional powder.

Retractable brush provides just the right amount of coverage,  
where you need it for flawless all day concealing. 

ZERO MESS.
ZERO DRY TIME.
ZERO STICKINESS.
NATURAL FINISH.
LASTS UNTIL YOUR NEXT SHAMPOO.
FOR ALL HAIR TYPES.

Take it with you. Perfect for travel or any last-minute touch ups.

Available in 5 Blendable Shades

Is it real, or is it CONCEAL?



BLACK 

DARK BROWN

BROWN

AUBURN

BLONDE



WHITE PILLOW  
CASE APPROVED.

Lightweight, micronized  
mineral pigments adhere  
to your hair until your  
next shampoo.

ON THE GO.

Convenient size makes  
it purse, gym bag and  
travel friendly.

USE IT LIBERALLY.

Wide brush provides  
just the right amount  
of coverage, precisely 
where you need it.

BLENDABLE.

Designed for perfect 
blending of grey sparkles 
and regrowth.

FUSS-FREE.

Self-contained dispensing 
brush with sleeve makes 
application quick  
and easy.

Noticeable regrowth can happen just two weeks after 
your professional color service. CONCEAL gives you 
the confidence to go until your next salon visit.

Is it real, or is it CONCEAL?

before after
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APPLYING CONCEAL  
Style hair as usual. (For best results, apply CONCEAL before using Finishing Spray) 

AT THE HAIR PART:

Ensure CONCEAL brush is locked in Setting 1.

Prime brush by patting it on the back of hand 
two to three times until powder dispenses. 

With a patting motion, apply CONCEAL at 
hair part, working from the crown forward  
to front hair line. 

AT THE HAIRLINE:

Ensure CONCEAL brush is locked in Setting 2 for best control. 

Working along the hairline, brush in a light sweeping motion,  
back towards crown. 

For added shine, set CONCEAL with EuforaStyle Tame™.

WORKING WITH YOUR BRUSH 
For quick and easy application, the brush is designed with two settings: 

SETTING 1
Ensure brush is locked  
by slightly turning sleeve  
clockwise.

SETTING 2
Turn sleeve counter  
clockwise and slide up.  

Lock brush with another  
slight counter clockwise turn.

Setting 2

*To protect bristles, always ensure brush is in Setting 2 position before placing cap on brush.

Setting 1




